# Self-Evaluation

**Project:** Museum of Alternate History

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What work do you still need to do in order to <strong>meet</strong> or <strong>exceed</strong> these requirements?</th>
<th>In what ways does your exhibit idea <strong>meet</strong> or <strong>exceed</strong> these requirements?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Our exhibit is educational.**  
- Exhibit has a clear, compelling theme  
- Information communicated in a clear, simple, effective way  
- Participants will walk away able to answer and explain our “What If?” question |  |
| **Our exhibit is impactful.**  
- Exhibit has elements that are memorable, thought-provoking, interactive, and immersive |  |
| **Our exhibit is professional.**  
- Exhibit looks like a professional museum exhibit - demonstrates careful attention to detail; clean, polished, refined  
- Deadlines/checkpoints have been met |  |
| **Our exhibit is historically sound.**  
- Exhibit demonstrates a deep, complex understanding of historical context  
- Each student can explain how the alternate history timeline was derived from historical research |  |
| **I am collaborating effectively.**  
- I am contributing my fair share to the group  
- We are functioning well as a team |  |